Timing Chain Select Plus Kit
CRP Part No. CKP0239

Applications:
Multiple applications for Audi/VW EA888 2.0L 2008-13
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

First-to-market timing chain solution kit. Contains all necessary components, including gaskets and seals to properly service the timing chain, VVT, and oil pump chain drive. 4 year/50,000 mile warranty.

Upgraded Turbocharger Coolant Feed Line
CRP Part No. CHT0736

Applications:
Multiple applications for BMW
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

BMW OE reference 11537578687. Direct fit coolant line features durable aluminum t-fitting, an upgrade from the OE’s failure-prone plastic version.

GDI Fuel Feed Pipe
CRP Part No. RFP0005

Applications:
Mini Cooper 1.6L N14 2007-12

Mini OE reference 13 53 7 528 348. Direct replacement for OEM part. GDI Fuel Feed Pipes must be replaced every time the high-pressure side of the system is opened as per the manufacturer.

GDI Fuel Feed Pipe
CRP Part No. RFP0006

Applications:
Multiple applications for Ford/Lincoln 2.0L & 2.3L EcoBoost
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

Ford OE reference EJ7Z-9J323-B. Direct replacement for OEM part. GDI Fuel Feed Pipes must be replaced every time the high-pressure side of the system is opened as per the manufacturer.

Radiator Coolant Hose
CRP Part No. CHR0801

Applications:
BMW X1 2.0L 2012-15;
Z4 2.0L 2012-16

BMW OE reference 17127612445. Radiator coolant hose designed to be direct replacement part to the OE. Reduces installation time and prevents leaks. Resistant to heat, salt, road debris, oil and other contaminants.

Breather Hose
CRP Part No. ABV0298

Applications:
Multiple applications for BMW
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

BMW OE reference 11127590163. Hose is manufactured with high quality materials and designed to be identical to the OE for easy installation.
Breather Hose
CRP Part No. ABV0293

Applications:
Buick Encore 1.4L 2013-21; Chevrolet Cruze 1.4L 2011-15; Cruze Limited 1.4L 2016; Sonic 1.4L 2012-20; Trax 1.4L 2015-21

GM OE reference 25193343. Hose is manufactured with high quality materials and designed to be identical to the OE for easy installation.

Air Intake Hose
CRP Part No. ABV0300

Applications:
Multiple applications for Mercedes-Benz
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

MB OE reference 2780902482. Direct fit for easy installation. Resistant to heat, salt, road debris, oil and other contaminants

Engine Oil Filter Housing Cap
CRP Part No. CPL0056

Applications:
Mini Cooper 1.6L 2007-15; Cooper Countryman 1.6L 2011-16; Cooper Paceman 1.6L 2013-16

Mini OE reference 11427557011. Housing cap is manufactured to strict engineering standards and is a direct fit.

Engine Oil Filter Housing Cap
CRP Part No. CPL0055

Applications:
Volkswagen Passat 2.0L 2012-15

AVW OE reference 03L115433C. Housing cap is manufactured to strict engineering standards and designed to be a direct fit.